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Reference: XZ15CZ11
EAN13: 8050997653224

            

Electric cable for String Lights, covered by Rayon fabric ZigZag White-
Turquoise CZ11 - UV resistant

Description

Never settle on outdoor lighting thanks to Filé, the customisable flat rectangular outdoor UV resistant string light
system. The system’s high UV resistance guarantees durability and vibrant colours even after prolonged exposure to
sunlight.

What makes these string lights perfect for outdoor use?

Thanks to the Filé system's IP44 protection degree, the flat rectangular outdoor UV resistant string lights efficiently
withstand humidity, water splashes and infiltration of any solid above 1mm in size. They should however not be directly
exposed to rain, so we recommend storing them away when you don’t need them or in case of potential storms.

How to: design the perfect string light for any outdoor space

Browse our website to find the ideal cable, lamp holder and accessories to customise your string light and adapt it to
your specific needs. The lamp holder can also be placed at any point along the cable, making the product even more
versatile.

How many metres of string lights can you purchase?
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Easily purchase the exact number of metres necessary to create a flawless string light composition, along with as many
lamp holders as needed.

How can I use this turquoise cable in my outdoor spaces?

When used as lining for UV resistant cables, the turquoise zig zag fabric will help you customise your outdoor spaces by
adding panache and personality. A vibrant, unique colour which radiates a sense of calm and strength and easily
complements any lighting installation.

What does UV resistant cable actually mean?

It means the fabric used to line these cables was designed to not only endure but fully resist UV rays, which make up
around 10% of sunlight. The colour of UV resistant cables remains vibrant and doesn’t tend to fade over time, even
when they are consistently exposed to sunlight. This also means that prolonged exposure to sunlight will not result in
the deterioration of the product’s materials and performance.

Data Sheet

2x1,5 flat rectangular cable, measurements mm 13,5 x 5,5 compliant with EN 60228/ IEC 60228.

Flexible class 5 conductor in red electrolytic copper compliant with EN 60228/ IEC 60228
Cable type: H05RNH2-F with CZ11 zig-zag Turquoise polyester lining.
Maximum cable length 25 m.
Nominal voltage: 300/500 V.
Operating temperature: -40°C a + 60°C.
Flame retardant testing: compliant with EN 60332-1-2/IEC 60332-1.
Normative reference: EN 50525-2-82 and IEC 60245.
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